Beautiful-Babys-Bonnets
#32

Charlie
Crochet Hats

Beautiful-Babys-Bonnets

Whilst every effort has been made to ensure these instructions are accurately and
complete, I cannot be held responsible for typing error or variations in individuals work.
All quantities of yarn stated are approximate and based on an average tension.

Size - 0-3[3-6:6-18:18-36] Months approx
4.5mm & 5mm Hook
DK Yarn - 30-60grams
James Brett DK Marble has been used for the hats illustrated in the photograph

Abbreviations
ch
chain
sp
space
ws
wrong side

Dec
Puff

tr
ss

treble
slip stitch

dc
yoh

double crochet
yarn over hook

st
dec

stitch
decrease

Insert hook into st, yoh, pull hook through st, hook into next st, yoh, pull hook through st,
yoh, pull through all loops on hook
Draw up a loop (approx size of tr) *Yoh, inset hook into st, yoh, pull back through st &
draw up a loop** rept * to ** 5 more times. Yoh & draw through all loops on hook, 1ch.
Miss 1st ***. Rept * to ***
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***The Hat is worked in continuous rounds - Do not turn unless stated***
Plain Hat – All sizes using 5mm Hook
1) Make 4ch, ss to form a ring, 1ch, (counts as 1st st throughout) work 5 dc in to ring,
join with ss to 1st st
2) 1ch, 1dc in base of ch, 2dc into each of the next 5st, join with ss to 1 st st (12st) (ws)
3) 1ch, 1dc in base of ch, 1dc in next st, *2dc in next st, 1dc in next st* rept * to * to
end, join with ss to 1st st of previous round (18st)
4) 1ch, 1dc in base of ch, 1dc in next 2st, *2dc in next st, 1dc in next 2st* rept * to * to
end, join with ss to 1st st (24st)
5) 1ch, 1dc in base of ch, 1dc in next 3st, *2dc in next st, 1dc in next 3st* rept * to * to
end, join with ss to 1st st (30st)
6) 1ch, 1dc in base of ch, 1dc in next 4st, *2dc in next st, 1dc in next 4st* rept * to * to
end, join with ss to 1st st (36st)
7) 1ch, 1dc in base of ch, 1dc in next 5st, *2dc in next st, 1dc in next 5st* rept * to * to
end, join with ss to 1st st (42st)
8) 1ch, 1dc in base of ch, 1dc in next 6st, *2dc in next st, 1dc in next 6st* rept * to * to
end, join with ss to 1st st (48st)
Continue for 2nd, 3rd & 4th sizes only
9) 1ch, 1dc in base of ch, 1dc in next 7st, *2dc in next st, 1dc in next 7st* rept * to * to
end, join with ss to 1st st (54st)
Continue for 3rd & 4th sizes only
10) 1ch, 1dc in base of ch, 1dc in next 8st, *2dc in next st, 1dc in next 8st* rept * to *
to end, join with ss to 1st st (60st)
Continue for 4th size only
11) 1ch, 1dc in base of ch, 1dc in next 9st, *2dc in next st, 1dc in next 9st* rept * to *
to end, join with ss to 1st st (66st)
All Sizes – The hat is now worked by spiralling the rounds ( do not join with ss). A dc will
be worked in to the 1st st of the previous round. Place a marker i.e. length of yarn, in the
1st st of each round (this can also be used a round counter)
12) Work 11[13:15:17] rounds of spiralling dc.
Join the last round with a ss to 1st st of previous round.
13) Turn, 1ch, Work 5[6:7:8] rounds of spiralling dc. Join with ss.
Fasten off

Turn Up Hat
Work rows 1-12 of plain hat according to size
Repeat row 12 - 10[12:14:16] more times, join with ss. Fasten off
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Button Band
1) Rejoin yarn to front side of hat, 1ch, 1dc in next 4st, turn
2) 1ch, 1dc in each st to end, (5st) turn. Work 8[9:10:11] more rows
3) Work 3 more rows dec 1 dc on each row, turn, 1ch, ss into last st. Fasten off
4) Fold the button band over & sew a button on through the band & the turned up layer
of the hat only (this can then be adjusted to the required size/height)
Brimmed Hat
Work rows 1-12 of plain hat according to size
1) Repeat row 12 - 3[4:6:7] more times
Join last round with a ss to 1st st of previous round
2) Turn 1ch, *2dc in next st, 1dc in next 2st* rept * to * to end
3) 1dc in 1st st of previous round & each st to end
4) 1dc in 1st st of previous round, *2dc in next st, 1dc in next 4st* rept * to * to end
5) Rept round 3
6) Using 4.5mm hook rept round 3, join with ss to 1st st of previous round. Fasten off.
Spirals x 3 – 4.5mm Hook
Make 15-20 ch, 1htr in to 2nd ch from hook, 2htr in same st, 3htr in each ch to end, join
with ss. Fasten off leaving a length of yarn to secure.
Puff Edge Hat
1) Work rows 1-12 of plain hat according to size
2) Repeat row 12 - 0[1:2:3] more times
Join last round with a ss to 1st st of previous round
3) With ws facing. ss in to next st, work 'Puff' to end, join with ss to top of 1 st puff
4) Turn, 1ch, 1dc in each st to end. Fasten off
Flower – 5mm hook
1) 4ch, join with ss to form a ring, 3ch, 20tr into ring, join with ss, turn
2) *3ch, 1tr in same st, 3tr in next st, 1tr in next st, 3ch, ss into same st as tr, ss in to
next st*
rept * to * to end. Fasten off leaving a length of yarn to secure flower.
3) Rejoin yarn to tr of row 1 off centre of the petals just made, *3ch, 1tr in same st,
2tr in next st, 1tr in next st, 3ch, ss into same st as tr, ss in to next st* rept * to * to
end. Fasten off
Finishing Off
Sew all yarn end in securely using a yarn needle. Attach spirals to the top & flower to
the front of hat.
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